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RESUMO

Na Inferéncia Bayesiana, é interessante tennos uma distribuicfio a posteriori
refletindo a informaqao em uma dada amostra. Para alcancarmos este proposito, é
importante desenvolvermos distribuicoes a priori nao-informalivas, isto é, que
acrescente pouca informacao a amostra. l’ela auséncia de uma dcfiniqao prccisa do
conceito de "Nao-lnfonnaqao", ha na literatura Bayesiana vérias formas de formular
distribuicoes a priori nao-informativas, como as densidades prospostas por Jefl'reys
(1967), Zellner (1984), Tibshirani (1989), Bernardo (1979), entre outras.

Neste artigo, comparamos as distribuicoes a posteriori da fungao de
confiabilidade aplicando as densidades a priori de Jeffreys, Zellner, e Tibshirani para os
parfimetros do modelo Weibull.
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Abstract

In Bayesian Inference is often desirable to have a posterior density reflecting
the information in a given sample data. To achieve this purpose is important to employ
prior densities which add little information to the sample. We have in the literature
many of such prior densities, for example, Jeffreys (1967), Lindley (1956, 1961),
Hartigan (1964), Bernardo (1979), Zellner (1984), Tibshirani (1989), etc. In the
present paper, we compare the posterior densities of the reliability function by applying
the Jefireys prior, the minimal data information prior (MDIP, Zellner (1984)) and
Tibshirani's prior for the Weibull parameters.
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There are several situations where the failure rate may increase on decrease

with time. The two-parameter Weibull density is one that takes into account the non
constant failure rate. The Weibull density function of the failure time variable X is

given by

[7—1
xp

,

f(xlp,6’)=§x exp{——9—}, (1)

where x>0 , p>0 and G>O.

Let a sample of n independent observations ofX be given by 5 = (x1, X2, . . . ,
x"). The likelihood based on 3L is such that

—
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Sinha and Zellner (1990) showed in details that for the Weibull distribution the
Fisher information matrix is

——l—(l + log2 9+ 2y/(2) logB + w(2)) —i(iog9 + w(2))
p2 p101,49) =

1 ' (3)i

For a Weibull model corresponding to (1), the reliability function is given by

l’

R(t) = P{X > t} = exp{——t§} (4)

where t is the mission time.
We note that (4) is a function ofp and 9 and hence it is a parameter itself with

a posterior distribution p(R lg). To derive this posterior we first transform (p , 0) to
I’

(R, W) , where W =-l— andR = exp{—%—}.
I7

Thelikelihood function in these new parameters is given by:
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where y, = ftl— , 0<R <1 , W>0.

Thus, the Fisher information matrix is given by

_
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In this note, we will derive the posterior density of R by applying Jeffreys
(1967), MDIP (Zellner, 1984) and Tibshirani (1989) priors. We will obtain these
posteriors using numerical integration.

2. Jeflieys Prior

Jeffreys proposed the following prior

ms) at 1/det1(q5), (7)

where 4) may be real or vector valued and 1(¢) is Fisher information matrix.
From (6) we have the Jet’freys prior for (R , W) parameters given by:

1

7t(R,W) = —————-——. 8
RWln
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Using (5) and (8) we have the joint posterior of (R , W):
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Integrating (9) with respect to W yields the marginal posterior of R as
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where

c" = r(n)t"°]W1m fixf’w"(2x,—nd”WJW (11)
i=|

is the normalizing constant.
Sinha and Guttman (1988) plotted the marginal posterior corresponding to

(10) via numerical integration. Moala and Rodrigues (1997) applied the
Laplace’s approximation (Tierney and Kadane, 1986) to obtain this marginal
posterior in a closed form.

3. Minimal Data Information Prior (MDIP)

Zellner (1990) proposed the MDIP in the following way: Let

G= jH <¢>z<¢>d¢— Ja<¢>10gzr(¢)d¢ (12)

where

Hm = If<x|¢>lnf<x|¢>dx (13)

measures the information in f(x|¢).The quantity G defined in (12) measures the gain
in information associated with an observationX over the prior information.

The Minimal Data Information Prior (Zellner, 1990) is one that maximizes G
for varying 1t(¢) subject to the condition

Ifl(¢)d¢= l. (14)

Zellner (1990) showed that the normalized MDIP is given by

7t(<l>) = ceXP{H,(<l>)}, (15)

where c exp{Hx (¢)} is the normalizing constant.agq}

Let (1) = (R ,W) be the whole parameter and consider the density function of x ,
given (R , W), by

f(x|RW)W(hie)Wlexp{ —(j)vwln%}. (16)

FrOm (13) and (16) we have



H,(R,W) = —an - Wy/(l) + Wln(ln—113)— 1,41) 1m - r(2). (17)

The MDIP for the (R , W) parameters is given by

7r(R,W) = {Am-115) exp{—-Wt//(l)} . (18)

Note that the MDIP is quite different when compared with Jeffreys prior. From
(5) and (18) we have the joint posterior of (R , W) given by
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Integrating (19) with respect to W yields the marginal posterior ofR as

p(R|£)=c(m1)[W1M(l__)wnyw>;.,"» exp{—Ww(1)}dw, (20)

where
m —(n+W+I)

€'=Ir(n;/++1)"l—[yillW—l(zyll/W) exp{—WV/(1)}dW . (21)
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4. Tibishirani's Prior

An alternative method for deriving noninformative priors was proposed by
Tibshirani (1989) using the information that (1) is the parameter of interest. This prior
does require that Bayesian intervals must have their coverage probabilities
independent of (it. To get that, Tibshirani proposed to reparametrize the model in
terms of the orthogonal parameters (5,11) ( see Cox and Reid, (1987)) where 8 is the
parameter of interest and A is the ortogonal nuisance parameter. Then the method
specifies the noninlbrmative prior to be any prior of the form

”(a ,,1)=g(,t),/1H(5./t ,
(22)

where gut) > O is arbitrary.
Let R be the parameter of interest and W the nuisance parameter. In order to

derive the prior. we will obtain an orthogonal parametrization (5, 11) in the sense
discussed by Cox & Reid (1987), that is. the parameter k is the solution to the
dilTerential equation



where 5 = R.
Using (6), we have that

-more)

R(ln71e—){ln2(ln%) —2t//(2)ln(ln %) + l + w'(2)}

and chosing apt) = log (log 11) we have the solution of ( 23) given by:

07V: fiR

A = WJln’On—IIE) — 2w(2)ln(ln%) +1+ w'(2) .

The Fisher information matrix for the orthogonal parameters is

w'(2)+1- w2(2)

1(6,/1)= 52(‘";)z
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.

From (17), the corresponding prior for (R , A) is given by

l
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where g,(7t) > O is arbitrary.
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Due to a lack of uniqueness in the choice of the orthogonal parametrization
then the class of orthogonal parameters is of the form gm), where g(.) is any
reparametrization; This non uniqueness is reflected by the function g corresponding to
(22). One possibility, in the single nuisance parameter case, is to require that 7r(R, 3)
also satisfies Stein’s condition ( see, Tibshirani, 1989) for X with R taken as the
nuisance parameter. Under this condition we obtain

1

Assuming that
l l

g|(’1)'_—= g2(§)—9 251:11 ”1
-

( 9)

5
we have that

1

”(5,10 0: .

25mg (30)

So, from (30), the prior expressed in terms of the (R , W) parametrization is
given by

7z(R,W)=——1—-—.

RWln
1— (31)
R

It is interesting to observe that the above prior density agrees with the prior
derived by Jefli'eys in (8).

In table 1 we have listed a number ofwell-known data density functions and the
associated priors.
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It is interesting to observe that the above prior density agrees with the prior
derived by Jeffreys in (8).

In table 1 we have listed a number ofwell-known data density functions and the
associated priors.



Table 1: Priors ro continuous. univariate and bivariate data densitim.
Donsily Jefi'revs’s Prior Zellner's Prior Tibshirani's Prior

1. Exponential:f(x|8)=exp@x/0} 4&0: 1/9 m0)cc1/0 —

1
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From Table 1 we observe that the Jeffrey and Zellner’s priors are equal when a one-
dimensional model is considered _and the Tibshirani’s prior is not justified in this case.
However, in the multi—parametric models this agreement between these two priors is

not verified . Also, the Jeffrey and Tibshirani’s priors are not equal as we see fiom
Table 1 unless the Weibull realibility function is considered. For this special case we
see non agreement between Jeffrey and Zellner’s priors. Studing these comparisons we
observe that the results are strongly dependent on the parametrization considered.

6 Conclusions:

The Jeffreys prior is quite universal and invariant in the sense of yielding
properly tranformed priors under reparametrization Also, it has proved to be
remarkably successfirll in one-dimensional problems. Jeffreys himself, however, noticed
difficulties with the method when the parameter is multi-dimensional and then would
provided ad hoc modifications to the prior. Further, it does require existence of I(¢)
and additional regularity conditions to have the asymptotic normality of the model.

The MDIP approach provides a fresh view and operational results for the
problem of selecting "diffuse" prior for alternative parametrizations. Also,we see that
the information in the likelihood function is emphasized when MDIP approach is used.
The prior yielded by the MDIP approach has to be proper which is important from the
practical point of view. Side conditions reflecting initial information that may be
available can readily be utilized in deriving MDIP. In conclusion, MDIP can be quite
usefirl for problems where moments of d) are known although it is hard to compute
for some special models as occurred in our case.

The prior presented by Tibshirani requires the knowledgment ofwhich parameter
is nuisance or interest. Although it seems natural to specify that orthogonal parameters
are a priori independent, that does not necessarily follow in the proposed approach.
Problems may arise in the that case because orthogonal parameters can be diflicult or
impossible to find. Morover, it is not clear how g should be chosen.
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